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Welcome to
Hotel Appalachia
Studio provides musicians with space for practice and production

By DREW COWEN
The Breeze

MAEVE REISS / THE BREEZE

Michael Stover (top), a musician, set up Hotel Appalachia as a practice space for his bluegrass band,
Shenandoah Alley. Stover hopes to create a positive music community in the Harrisonburg area.

Transfer makes impact
on and off the court
By VICTORIA GIAMBOI
The Breeze

The word “hustle” comes to mind when one
watches No. 23 running up and down the JMU
Convocation Center court.
Ramone Snowden, a redshirt junior men’s
basketball player, knows what it takes to make an
impact on the JMU men’s basketball team.
“I like to hustle a lot on the court on both the
offensive and defensive end,” Snowden said. “I’m
not really worried about stats and stuff like that, I
just do the dirty work and get the job done.”
Snowden is a transfer from Niagara University in
upstate New York, so this is his first season playing
with the Dukes. He chose JMU because he felt it

When you walk into Hotel Appalachia, the audio
recording and rehearsal space that opened Feb. 10
in downtown Harrisonburg, it feels like being on a
stage right before the curtain opens. And yet there’s
also a sense of intimacy. Various tapestries are spread
throughout the room and a mirror stretches across
the entire length of the wall. There’s plenty of room to
breathe, but it’s undeniably cozy.
Overhead, fluorescent stage lights cast a performanceworthy amount of light over the room. Guitars and
instruments are everywhere, organized into their specific
corners and stations. Various cords and cables line the
floor.
Hotel Appalachia started because the members of
the local bluegrass band Shenandoah Alley needed a
space to record their music and other side projects. After
initially searching for houses to serve as a DIY studio,
the band’s realtor showed them the studio space at 111
E Market St.
“We all had the same expression when [the realtor]
opened the door and flicked on the lights,” Michael
Stover, a co-owner, said. “There was this kind of dim that
was cast over the studio and it soon became apparent
that it was much larger than we anticipated.”
Once the group, consisting of Stover, Eric Shy, Nick
Boucher and Blake Cramer, realized the full potential
of the space, they set off to work on building the studio.
After over a year of preparation, Hotel Appalachia is
finally open for business.

Hotel Appalachia differs from other studios, offering
hands-on help for those wishing to record, but also
encouraging artists who are comfortable with recording
technology to simply rent the space. The owners
recognize that different bands have different needs when
entering a studio.
“It’s cool to be able to put [the artist’s] vision first,”
Stover said. “And it all starts with what the customer is
comfortable with.”
Some might crave the perfect live sound, others prefer
the precision of overdubbing. Some prefer the help of
an engineer, others need complete solitude. Whether
an artist needs to record a whole album or a drummer
just wants to use the space to practice, Hotel Appalachia
charges a flat rate of $50 per hour.
The owners wish to foster a sense of community with
the musicians around Harrisonburg. Hotel Appalachia
started with the hope that “if you build it, they will come.”
By providing an affordable space for bands to record or
rehearse, the owners know that talented local musicians
will cultivate art.
“You walk in the door, give us a feel of what you’re
looking for and within 30 minutes we’ve got this room
rigged up,” Cramer said. “In the case of a live session
everyone is semi-isolated, so the mics won’t be bleeding
into each other, but you’re all able to still look each other
in the eye — that makes all the difference.”
Already, local artists have begun to line up to take
advantage of the space’s natural sound. The folk band Strong
Water has used Hotel Appalachia to start recording its new EP.
see HOTEL, page 8

Glazed and groovy
Doughnut shop
opens on Devon Lane

would be a better opportunity to play at a high level.
“Coming here, there were a lot of juniors and
seniors and I felt that I would have a best chance
to win here,” Snowden said.
Unfortunately for Snowden, his arrival on the
court was delayed. The NCAA requires a student
athlete, if they transfer, to sit out for a full season
in order to adjust to their new college.
While sitting out and watching his teammates
perform wasn’t fun, he grew a lot from the
experience.
“I learned more about the game and how
much I loved it,” Snowden said. “Just sitting out
made me think I need to work harder to be better.”
see BASKETBALL, page 9

By INGRID BASHEDA
The Breeze

The walls of a small shop are covered in vinyl
records as Led Zeppelin and the Grateful Dead play
in the background, but those aren’t the first things
to be noticed. The smell of newly made dough
and a variety of toppings fill the room, inviting
customers in for fresh doughnuts and warm vibes.
“It’s just a good feeling, you know, I just satisfied
someone’s day, made someone happy,” Matt
Hershey, a co-manager of Peace, Love and Little
Donuts, said. “I don’t know what’s going on in your
life when you walk through that door, but we can
make sure that it’s going to be different once you
walk out.”
Peace, Love and Little Donuts, a family-owned

franchise that launched in 2009 in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, opened a shop in Harrisonburg on
Monday. They’re located at 865 Port Republic Rd.
All of the managers of this Peace, Love and Little
Donuts branch are from Harrisonburg so they
thought it’d be a great fit.
“We really love the town and we really love the
franchise,” Hershey said. “We just thought that
with the different demographics and populations
that live in Harrisonburg that this town would be
perfect for it.”
The doughnuts are decorated and made
fresh right in front of the customers. There
are 60 different kinds, 20 of which can be
created by the employees and customers.
see PEACE, page 3

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Ramone Snowden leaps toward the rim while attempting a layup in the Dukes’ loss to University of Delaware.

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

DID YOU KNOW ?
You can move money for FREE between any of your banks or credit unions
when you bank on-campus with CommonWealth One.
Easy banking on campus! Visit cofcu.org
We are located in Madison Union, next to the Post Office.
All local area students and residents can bank with us. Membership eligibility required. Federally insured by NCUA. Equal opportunity lender.
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Across
1 Truly wretched
7 E equivalent, on scores
12 Bygone space station
15 Reaction to a comeback
16 Contact
17 Long-necked bird
18 Fitness challenge
20 Metz moniker
21 Colo. setting
22 See-through
23 Even-odds situation
25 Scand. land
27 Not much
29 Nosebag fill
30 Male pal, in slang
32 Cold sore relief product
35 Cellist with multiple Grammys
38 Baseball collectibles
41 Pure
43 Stated as fact
45 Sits in a cell
48 Set up in a glade, say
49 Bike whose company 66-Across ends 26-Down
50 Name on a shuttle, whose company 66-Across
ends 24-Down
51 Lamb sandwich
54 Pamplona kudos
56 Outrage
57 Mountain predator

By Jeff Stillman

60 Trojan War epic
62 Church based in SLC, Utah
65 Center
66 Market representative?
69 Foofaraw
70 “American Buffalo” playwright
71 Erie Canal city
72 Passel
73 More than amuses
74 Greenery
Down
1 Splitting target
2 Short cuts
3 Reagan-era slogan
4 Outer: Pref.
5 Run after
6 __ support
7 Liberty
8 Auto with a prancing horse logo, whose company
66-Across ends 18-Across
9 Mike Trout’s team, on scoreboards
10 Check no.
11 “Sons of Anarchy” actor Rossi
12 Brainy bunch
13 Passing remark?
14 Beef cuts
19 Field
24 Alternative energy vehicle
26 Unreserved way to go

28 “Hulk” star Eric
30 Fly-__: air passes
31 Juicer’s juice?
33 Nonsense
34 “__ Holden”: Irving Bacheller novel
36 Cactus League spring training city
37 Neil deGrasse Tyson subj.
39 Blizzard restriction, perhaps
40 Final Four matchup
42 Rural storehouse
44 Plays usually involving the SS
46 “I’m a fan!”
47 Shoelace holders
51 IM option
52 “Seriously?”
53 Apply, as sunscreen
55 Respectful word
56 Pastoral piece
58 Stop-offs before big dates,
maybe
59 Muscat money
61 Rush job letters
63 “Knock it off!”
64 Stallone and Stone
67 Nashville awards gp.
68 Mgmt. degree

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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Biology and Chemistry Students

Upcoming Events

Weekend Forecast

Friday

Friday

b Tunes at Noon @
Taylor Down Under,
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Consider a career in the exciting
field of Histotechnology!
SENTARA RMH SCHOOL OF HISTOTECHNOLOGY
Guaranteed Job Placement!
$15K Sign On Bonus! Great Salary!

b New & Improv’d
Show @ Madison
Union TDU, 8-9 p.m.

Saturday
b FREE Brew Tour @
Brothers Craft
Brewing, 12:152 p.m.

Saturday

High: 64
Low: 41

b Fencing Club
Lessons @ Memorial
Hall 5110A (Aux
Gym), 1-5 p.m.

Sunday

Sunday
Sentara.com/HistotechnologySchool

High: 52
Low: 32

b Sunday Brunch @
Bluestone Vineyard,
10:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.

b Sip & Splash Painting
Class: Old Blue @
CrossKeys
Vineyards, 1-4 p.m.
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Locked in
New escape room opens in Harrisonburg
to test its players

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

House of Clues is an escape room that creates an alternate reality where players solve clues in order to get out of situations. The timer is set for one hour. The experience is $25 per person, and can hold up to 10 participants at once.
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze

The wooden door shuts behind a group of people and they are “locked
in.” A TV screen counting down from 60 minutes in blue numbers is
straight ahead. There are tangled chains, numerous locks, a gurney and
a cage. A bottle rests on the table. Could it be a clue?
Tara Einstein and her husband, Aaron, opened their escape room a
couple of weeks ago in Harrisonburg. According to Tara, the constant
flow of tourists and students circulating through the Friendly City makes
it a perfect environment to have their House of Clues.
“Everyone plays the game differently,” Tara said. “You can be in that
game and there is nothing else going on in the world.”
As time continues to count down, there are distinct noises of footsteps
and evil laughter. As each question is solved, a new puzzle appears. The
room’s dynamic changes as the players get more into the game.

Tara and Aaron researched for a couple months by talking to owners of
other escape rooms and visiting one in Charlottesville, Virginia. Finally,
Dr. Skar’s Laboratory opemed a few weeks ago on East Market Street.
Screams of terror and excitement come from upstairs as the players
solve mysteries and are put on edge by strange noises from behind the
doors and through the walls. Tara sits downstairs watching a live feed
on a computer monitor.
Luke Einstein, Tara and Aaron’s son, works to reset and clean the
rooms after each group goes through. One of his favorite parts is
watching the game unfold live.
“We have seen a few people go a little crazy,” Luke said. “One guy tore
a pole out from the wall. People get way too excited.”
The players examine everything trying to find another clue and
continue their search. They search medicine bottles, a scale and a
refrigerator door.
Aaron is a contractor and helped build most of the escape room. It

took the couple two or three months to find everything they needed for
the rooms. While it was challenging, it was one of his favorite parts of
the process.
“Buying some of the props was kind of funny,” Aaron said. “We were
on a treasure hunt.”
The group scrambles as the time continues to countdown. The goal
is to escape the room before Dr. Skar comes back.
Up to 10 participants can play for $25 each; however, they don’t all
have to be part of one group. They can be strangers, but team building
is encouraged. The Einstein family is working to open a second room
about a diamond heist, with plans in the works for two more rooms in
the future.
“People are looking to have interactions with each other,” Tara said.
“This is kind of getting back to good old fashioned playing games.”
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.

PEACE | The shop offers freshly made doughnuts and fair trade coffee every day
from front

to kind of relate to these people and kind of find a
friend group immediately, it just clicked.”
The shop sold nearly 1,000 doughnuts on its
opening day on Monday. Students will soon be able
to use FLEX there.
Lauren Airey, a freshman interdisciplinary liberal
studies major, found out about Peace, Love and
Little Donuts from her friend’s Instagram post.
“The donuts were amazing,” Airey said in a
Facebook message. “They reminded me of my
favorite donut shop at the beach, and that’s hard
to live up to. They had so many flavors that were
well put together.”
Hershey is happy that Peace, Love and Little
Donuts is located in Harrisonburg and right near
JMU, since he’d heard from his employee that JMU
was like the Disney World of colleges.
“If you combine those two factors — the
fr iendly city w ith the happiest place on
Earth — I think the happiest donut shop on
Earth would be a good fit,” Hershey said.

The “Groovy” doughnuts are classic flavors like
cinnamon sugar, powdered sugar and glazed;
“Far Out” are topped with an icing flavor such as
lemon, mocha or peanut butter; and “Funkadelic”
are displayed at the shop and include creative
creations such as Maple Bacon, Samoa and S’mores.
Customers are able to request personalized
doughnuts as well.
Hershey’s day begins at 5 a.m. in order to prepare
the doughnuts and icing for the customers before
they arrive at 6:30 a.m. They also serve coffee that’s
fairly traded from all different countries and roasted
the day before the shop orders it, which he believes
is some of the freshest coffee around.
Andrew Tillotson, a senior economics major, lives
in the 865 apartments right above Peace, Love and
Little Donuts. He wanted to work at the doughnut
shop when he discovered how enthusiastic they
were about giving back to the community.
“The people here are fantastic,” Tillotson said.
“They’re some of the greatest, kindest people that CONTACT Ingrid Basheda at
I’ve gotten the pleasure of meeting. Just being able bashedig@dukes.jmu.edu.

PHOTOS BY LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Peace, Love and Little Donuts offers an assortment of over 60 different flavors that are individually decorated by hand.

6058 NP - NowOpen 3x11.indd 1

Employee Kelsey Thomson prepares the fresh doughnuts for the day. Customers begin to arrive as early as 6:30 a.m.

2/14/17 4:35 PM
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Political public discourse

breezejmu.org NEWS

JMU History department holds first of the ‘Democracy in Peril?’ series to discuss the conditions of America and post-election environment

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

The panel-based series will likely continue to expand on political discussion topics as students adjust to post-election America. At the first event on Monday, students from all parts of the political spectrum were welcomed to participate.

By MATTHEW SASSER
The Breeze

During the Weimar Republic, the brief stint of democratization in
Germany between World Wars, universities were largely made up of
anti-Semitic conservative students who were ripe for Hitler’s totalitarian
rhetoric. The university students who attended professors Michael Gubser
and Christian Davis’ speeches on Monday evening were of a different sort.
“Democracy in Peril?,” a new series of political forums, tackled the
current political climate in an open discussion titled “Is America Today
like Germany in 1933?”
The title of the event was designed to be provocative and draw a crowd
to participate in this discussion. It wasn’t titled to be reckless, but rather to
engage in the public discourse that is already happening and appearing
in our everyday lives.
The title of the event wasn’t designed to be reckless, but to be provocative
and draw a crowd to engage in discussion and public discourse.
“There are some really powerful, prominent professors who are making
this analogy — some disputing this analogy, but regardless they are talking
about it,” Gubser said.
Gubser showcased in his presentation headlines from such new
websites as CNN, The Guardian and the National Review that portrayed
this analogy of fascism.
“This is something that is discussed widely in the press across the
political spectrum,” Gubser said. “For liberal and conservatives, there
are worries of authoritarianism.”
The JMU history department saw a unique opportunity to address the
current fears of our political situation and draw parallels to past historical
events from their own levels of expertise.
Lucy Malenke, an assistant in the writing center, sees the problems
plaguing both political sides.
“People are reacting quickly on both sides,” Malenke said. “They are
yelling at each other and hurling insults.”

Speakers Gubser and Davis spoke about the disturbing echoes between
the current Trump administration and Hitler’s rise to power in the ’30s.
They both made sure to reiterate that they aren’t the ones that are
making these statements — they are merely engaging in the public
discussion and establishing that people shouldn’t take for granted the
institutions that are already in place.
Examples from the presentation that correlated from the ’30s to our
current political state included neglecting the nation’s most pressing
problems by focusing on a minority and maintaining that American
democracy is in immediate danger.
Francis Thomas Eyre IV, a junior economics major, raised the
question that the tactics used by fascist dictators were more relevant
on the left, and not on the right.
“I think fascism is alive and well, but just not on the party they
want,” Eyre said.
Eyre didn’t place any blame on the Democratic Party, but rather on
harder, liberal ideology.
While comparisons were being drawn to the Trump administration
by the speakers, there were facts presented that allayed some of the
fear that people feel under President Trump.
Gubser also stated in his lecture that despite the concerns of the
general public, our system of checks and balances is much more firmly
entrenched in American culture than in Germany in the 1930s.
Hitler had a core set of political convictions of German conquest,
explicitly clear in “Mein Kampf.” Trump has maintained no long-held
convictions and has switched his political party identity from Democrat
to Republican over the years. His stance on women’s reproductive
rights has even switched from pro-abortion rights to anti-abortion.
“It interests me that there was a lot of animosity driven by this
election,” Joseph Ligush, a sophomore history major, said. “I think
that this was a great way to bring discussion to the table.”
Ligush has family in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and saw the
abandoned factories and lack of job opportunities that were frequently

GRADUATES WHO STUDY
ABROAD EARN

25%

brought up by Trump during his campaign. Ligush saw a connection
between the rhetoric that Trump was using and people who could
immediately latch onto his ideas — something that the other candidates
were not doing.
Ligush didn’t see this as an endorsement of Trump, but wasn’t
shocked by the success of his campaign.
“With this divide in America, most people are not open to
discussion,” Ligush said. “The key to a healthy, political system is
discussion and not jumping to conclusions.”
Exposure to different viewpoints is one of the key goals behind the
“Democracy in Peril?” series.
While Gubser and Davis emphasized that they don’t draw the same
parallels between our current society and Germany in the 1930s, there
are legitimate reasons for concern.
“History teaches us that we should be leery,” Gubser said. “We are
not immune to authoritarianism and that the unthinkable can happen.”
History doesn’t necessarily repeat itself, but offers examples of
resistance that the general public can learn from.
“We’ve always known as historians that history is relevant and can
actually inform,” said Jessica Davidson, an associate history professor.
“It is useful to talk about history.”
Another trend noted in the lecture was that it didn’t matter what
the media said about Trump. Fifty percent of Americans didn’t trust
the media during the last election.
“Every authoritarian regime you can imagine targets and attacks the
press,” Gubser said. “That is a logic of authoritarianism.”
The hope for this series is that people who have interests and
concerns in our country can come together and engage in a forum
that goes beyond complaining about their opposing political opinions.
The “Democracy in Peril?” series continues on Feb. 27 with a discussion
focused on whether Vladimir Putin is a threat to democracy and peace.
CONTACT Matthew Sasser at sasserma@dukes.jmu.edu.

HIGHER STARTING
SALARIES

Study Abroad

You Can’t Afford Not To

97%

OF STUDY ABROAD STUDENTS
FOUND EMPLOYMENT
WITHIN 12 MONTHS

www.jmu.edu/global/abroad

studyabroad@jmu.edu
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JOSH ROESCH | contributing columnist

It’s local, stupid

Political change occurs when people choose to be active members of their own communities
As more than half Americans did, many college
students felt an indescribable degree of frustration
on the morning of Nov. 9. There was a heavy feeling
all over campus and a lack of direction. There was
a desire to do something — though few knew what.
Fast forward a few months, and not much
has changed. There’s still frustration and a lack
of direction. We find solace in sharing “The
Daily Show” videos on Facebook and quietly
scoffing at “Make America Great Again” hats we
see on campus. For me, every time I get a push
notification that so-and-so was confirmed to
this cabinet position they aren’t qualified for or
President Trump passed executive order X, Y or Z,
it hurts. That sting is consistent — and motivating.
In 1992, Bill Clinton ran on the phrase, “It’s the
economy, stupid.” He meant that was where the
emphasis was — that’s where attention mattered.
Our situation isn’t so different. As frustrating as it
may be, we can’t focus on President Trump right
now. Politics and government on the local level,
in Harrisonburg, aren’t only more important,
but we can shape them. Local government is so
accessible that anyone can make ripples that echo
up to Washington, D.C., by taking five minutes out
of our day. Instead of sitting around on the second
floor of Carrier Library watching Netflix, we can
influence the president of the United States.
Our congressman, Bob Goodlatte, is a
Republican Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee. In January, he led the effort to
weaken the Office of Congressional Ethics — an
independent body that reviews corruption charges
in the House of Representatives. After that, his
staff helped the presidential administration write
Trump’s immigration ban. He isn’t a bad person,
but he’s been in office since well before most of
us were born, and he doesn’t think we’re paying
attention.
He hasn’t had a town hall in our district

— the Sixth Congressional district — since 2013.
Harrisonburg to D.C. is a 2.5-hour drive — I don’t
see how he hasn’t had time for us in four years. He
does have “open door meetings” in public spaces
that he sends a staff member to. However, they
usually only take single case-by-case questions and
tell you to go to his website for almost everything
else. Go to www.CD6resist.wordpress.com for a list
of every one of these meetings he has and other
organizing tools. Get some friends. Go to one. Ask
questions and make a difference.
Even easier: Call his office and tell his staff what
issues you care about. Environmental regulations?
Ethics? Women’s access to healthcare? Or tell them
you think he’s doing a great job. But call them. If
you never have, there’s a script on The Breeze
website you can use. The staffers who pick up the
phone deal with constituent concerns daily —
don’t be afraid.
There’s a tendency once we get into our JMU
bubble to stay in it. Maybe we feel like we can’t
make a difference because we’re just college
students. Maybe we just don’t want to because
we feel like culturally, we shouldn’t talk about
politics because it upsets people — I’ve certainly
experienced that. There’s nothing more tragic than
an opinionated person suppressed by supposed
cultural norms.
We have to talk about these things. We have to
go to Goodlatte’s town halls, call his office and vote
every single year because the future of our republic
is literally contingent on it — on us. Democracy is
a powerful concept, and we shouldn’t take it for
granted just because we can.
Don’t shy away from engagement, regardless of
your ideology. Engage. Let Congressman Goodlatte
know we’re here.
Josh Roesch is a junior political science major.
Contact Josh at roeschjd@dukes.jmu.edu.

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

BENJAMIN WOLFIN | midnight on the porch

Hey Bob, do your job
Congressman Goodlatte needs to be more in touch with the people
U.S. Congressman Bob Goodlatte represents the
Sixth Congressional District of Virginia, but is no
longer serving the needs of the people. The former
Harrisonburg resident is the current Chairman of
the Judiciary Committee. Now, Goodlatte is being
asked to return to meet with constituents worried
about his influence over a dangerous agenda being
pushed in Washington.
Goodlatte’s track record has been scaring the
people he claims to represent. Goodlatte worked
on Trump’s immigration ban, an executive order
to prevent people from seven Muslim-majority countries from coming
into the U.S. Additionally, Goodlatte also attempted to weaken the Office
of Congressional Ethics. This committee has the sole responsibility to
review allegations of misconduct against the House of Representatives,
and his attempt was unsuccessful.
If successful, this vote would’ve changed how the House of
Representatives handled allegations of ethical misbehavior and would’ve
required them to hand their power over to lawmakers like Goodlatte.
This could’ve given many people in the government the power to
ignore corruption by colleagues, an added power to an already corrupt
government. Even though the vote occurred with little discussion in the
public sphere and behind closed doors, it was reversed.
It seems clear to many across the Sixth District that Goodlatte

can’t be trusted. A strong leader comes back to address the people.
Goodlatte, however, has boroughed himself in his Washington, D.C.,
office. This decision to stay far away from his constituents has shown
that he truly doesn’t care what this district thinks of his decisions.
Goodlatte has lost his connection with constituents who hoped he
would make decisions for the betterment of people. To make matters
worse, Goodlatte hasn’t had a town hall meeting with the people of
the Sixth District in three and a half years.

It’s now the people’s job to bring Goodlatte
back to the Sixth District to have a town
hall where issues can be discussed.
Recently, Goodlatte had the idea to invite business leaders to a
luncheon in Edinburg, Virginia, to discuss Trump’s executive orders,
the Affordable Care Act, and the actions Goodlatte took in trying to
weaken the Office of Congressional Ethics.
There’s no doubt this luncheon was meant to diminish his role in
many of the negatives caused from his actions, but in this, Goodlatte
failed. There were about 25 protesters outside the Edinburg restaurant,

A “you-could-literallydance-anywhere-else” dart
to the sexy dancers in Memorial
Hall on Thursdays. Please find
another spot to work and “make
your spot.”
From someone who just
wants to study at a quiet table.
A “look-where-you’regoing” dart to the person
who almost hit me in the CVS
parking lot.
From someone who was
clearly backing out.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns must be no more than 650 words.

while there were over 100 protesters outside his Harrisonburg office.
The public wants to talk, and Goodlatte is dodging his constituents.
When asked about the desire people have for a town hall, Goodlatte
said he was, “considering what all of our options are” and gave the
option of having a town hall meeting over Skype.
It’s now the people’s job to bring Goodlatte back to the Sixth District
to have a town hall where issues can be discussed. Students are taking
action, organizing and pressuring the congressman to address people.
Even former Mayor Kai Degner is pushing the public to continue in
their pursuits, posting a video to his Facebook from protests outside
Goodlatte’s Harrisonburg office.
Harrisonburg and the rest of the Sixth District must continue to
pressure their public officials to be transparent on decisions they make
on behalf of the community. Students can be a part of these organized
demonstrations and interact with the community.
Taking action is key, and we must continue to push for our voices
to be heard. Bob Goodlatte can be reached at his Washington office
at 202-225-5431.
A town hall with people should be an easy task for someone who
represents the people.
Benjamin Wolfin is a junior writing, rhetoric and technical
communication major. Contact Benjamin at wolfinbj@dukes.jmu.
edu.

A “sorry-I-was-sick” dart
to the person who complained
last week about me getting
up multiple times during
the assessment, instead of
considering why someone
might be in that position.
From a senior who probably
should’ve just vomited in her lap
rather than bother you.
A “you’re-the-real-MVP”
pat to Jeremy from The Artful
Dodger for driving my friends
and me home.
From a senior who had a little
too much to drink.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

A “no-class” dart to the driver
in the hit and run with a bike at
Port and Main on Feb. 3.
From a double duke who’s
still off work, with broken bones,
medical bills to pay and a family
to support.
A “you’re-my-trueValentines” pat to two of my
best friends for partying with
me Tuesday night.
From someone grateful for the
love of our friendship.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence
if author is not a JMU student.
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‘Fifty Shades of TGrey’
T I G U S TI
U
T
normalizes abuse
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THE SLICE!

Hot & Cold Subs

Served with chips (Dine in only)
Hot & Cold Subs 11” Bread Made Fresh Daily.
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540.434.6177

7.99

Philly Cheese Steak Hoagie

7.99

Italian

7.99

Ham & Cheese

7.99

Chicken Wing Sub
Grilled Chicken Sub

7.99
7.99

Chicken Filet

7.99

Meatball Parmigiana

7.99

Sausage & Peppers Sub

7.99

Chicken Parmigiana

7.99

Eggplant Parmigiana

7.99

With sautéed mushrooms, onions, green peppers,
mayo, tomato, and American cheese
With sautéed onions, plus tomato, lettuce,
mayo, and American Cheese
Salami, ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato,
onions, mayo, and Italian dressing
Ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, onions,
mayo, and Italian dressing

With lettuce tomato, onions, mozzarella cheese, and mayo
Fried boneless breast of chicken with
lettuce, tomato, onions and mayo
Meatballs with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
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Italian Sausage with tomato sauce and mozzarella cheese
Breaded chicken with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
Breaded eggplant with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella

Cold Wraps
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7.25

Beverages

Fountain Soft Drink
Bottle Drink
Beer & Wine available
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to its audience. With the sequel’s movie adaptation character. However,
the enduring question is, how did such a disturbing,
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TILromantic
:00AMand erotic. The “Fifty Shades of Grey”
series has successfully blurred the lines between eroticism and abuse
Free
Delivery
in America, where,
according
to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, one in five women will be raped within their lifetime and
LATE NIGHT DELIVERY
nearly 40 percent of sexual assault will happen to women aged 18 to 24.
The “Fifty Shades of Grey” series is far from masterwork and might
not even be remembered in 20 years. I don’t consider the story of abuse,
domination and an abuse victim’s journey to rehabilitate her abuser
with love, as even a bit empowering.
“Fifty Shades of Grey” might have boldly laid out the hidden desires
of a two-faced culture that tends to preserve the status quo, but by
omitting the concepts of consent, dignity and the reality of emotionally
destructive relationships, it might be sending out a dangerous and
misleading message to its audience.

P I Z Z A ~ S U B S ~ P A S TA

Rishmita Aich is a junior media arts and design major. Contact
Rishmita at aichrx@dukes.jmu.edu.

DAN FORD | forward thinking

G
ReadT beyond
the headline
UTTI

USTI

540.434.6177

Our world’s news has never been as ubiquitous
as it is in the contemporary U.S. Never before have
the world’s stories been so effortlessly transferred
to groups of individuals located throughout our
planet. Yet, with this unprecedented availability
of news and information — augmented
further by the numerous short-phrased, catchy
headlines illuminated on social media posts —
comes greater societal danger and, thus, greater
consumer responsibility.
With the complexities of today’s world dwarfing
those of the past, it’s more crucial than ever that citizens not rely solely
or primarily upon the short-worded phrases and bold headlines that
litter the internet for their understanding of our world’s complex
realities. Rather, it’s necessary that the information-filled text of
articles regarding these global concerns be read and understood,
for it’s by reading and analyzing these articles, thus analyzing the
issue’s complexities, that one can gain the necessary understanding
of information regarding world affairs in order to properly formulate
educated opinions rooted in fact and defended by concrete data.
This requires that we move beyond allowing our understanding

of an issue to be entirely reliant upon the push information of our
favorite news apps received by our cellphones or the many retweeted
headlines on the Twittersphere. Rather, we must review the deep,
layered information presented by the world’s most esteemed news
sources and, in turn, analyze the facts of these issues in great depth,
thus providing ourselves with an issue-specific web of knowledge.
By doing so, we can expand beyond simple, oft-used rhetoric when
formulating arguments to defend our views, thus, providing our
arguments with a stronger backbone, protecting them from the
onslaught of surface-layer attacks made by opponents.
Never will we truly understand the realities of our world if we
lazily retain only what’s provided to us via short soundbites, thus
refusing to analyze the depths of the world’s great issues. No single
issue can be correctly analyzed in 140 characters — and no single
issue can be correctly understood by the reading of a headline. It’s
only by digging deeper and reading beyond the headlines that we can
compile knowledge extensive enough to protect our views from those
with dissenting opinions.
Dan Ford is a junior international affairs and international
business double major. Contact Dan at forddm@dukes.jmu.edu.

ARMIN HARACIC | armchair anecdotes

Anti-talk kills critical thinking
GradeAUnderA is a YouTuber personified by a
stick-figure with an abnormally large chin and a
heavily exaggerated Scottish accent.
He currently has more than 3 million subscribers
and his video titles range from “Why I Hate
English Spellings” to “Exposing IRL Bulls--t Santa
Claus.” He’s part of an epidemic of YouTube
creators putting out content solely expressing
their “hatred” and “anger.” His contemporaries
include LeafyIsHere, Paul Joseph Watson, Louder
with Crowder and The Young Turks. Their large
subscriber counts and page views are indicative that such saturation
in everything “anti-” makes for great sources of ad revenue, even as
they showcase nonexistent brevity or jokes so forced they sound like
the creator is passing kidney stones.
Most of GradeA’s videos are spent treating predominantly innocuous
elements, such as video game trophies, diamonds and autocorrect, as
though they were rabies-afflicted raccoons complete with persistent
f-bombs, fart noises and more references to fecal matter than pages
in Tolstoy’s “War and Peace.” While I don’t take issue with Grade’s
vulgarity, listening to a Scotsman that sounds like he has a pineapple
lodged in his throat list off “why gift cards suck” for six to 10 minutes is
plainly unpleasant. Perhaps he’s meant to be seen as a “satirist,” though
when GradeA makes jokes about how gift cards can’t buy prostitutes
or cocaine, the laziness in the humor certainly fails to make up for the
dullness of the subject matter.
Beyond YouTube, public discourse as a whole seems obsessed with
merely pointing out how “bad” something is, usually only offering
paltry solutions to the problem. Being perpetually stuck in “hatred”
and “criticism” mode can impair our abilities to think critically as we
end up not learning how to progress beyond the issue at hand. We need
to give as great of attention to taking action toward political and societal
ills as we do to the ills themselves, otherwise our rhetoric and thought
processes will end up dry and bloated.
If I had to pick the angriest man on the internet, none could fit the
mantle better than InfoWars’ Paul Joseph Watson. His Twitter feed is
simultaneously filled with anti-Islamic rhetoric, vitriol toward feminists
and the kinds of emojis mothers use in text messages. Most of Watson’s
videos seem to argue that people are idiots, that popular culture is
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1326 HILLSIDE AVENUE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

1326 HILLSIDE AVENUE
Italian Ham,
salami,Shades
provolone
The “Fifty
of Grey” trilogy seems to have 7.99
Moreover,H
Grey’s
portrayal as, aVA
hero22801
with a tragic flaw has been way too
ARRISONBURG

the series has made selling erotica possible in
subway stations.
While critically acclaimed book series like “Harry
Potter” or “The Hunger Games” carved their own
niche in the elitist literary world before becoming
film sensations, the “Fifty Shades of Grey” series
tried to trail along with these by hanging on its instant popularity and
Hollywood collaborations. However, along with making big on the
literary and film scene, this blockbuster fantasy comes with a bigger
problem that might be stemming from its sensational facets.
While the first book was mostly based on the mystery and thrills of
finding of Christian Grey’s secret dungeon life and attempted to put a
new spin on modern romance, the subsequent books were entirely about
normalizing an abusive relationship. The protagonists, Christian Grey
(played by Jamie Dornan) and Ana Steele (played by Dakota Johnson),
exhibit the characteristics of an abuser and a victim respectively. They’re
both shown to be taking turns in succumbing to abuse, but Steele, being
the middle-class, submissive, vulnerable college student, walks through
fire by deciding to make a lover out of an abuser.
It creates a troubling fantasy in American culture, in which shyness,
submissiveness or a caring demeanor are often taken as consent.
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TUTTI GUSTI #1
NY PIZZA
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RISHMITA AICH | pride and prejudice

stupid and that there’s an epidemic of “losers.” Occasionally he’ll have
videos praising capitalism and Milo Yiannopoulos, though most of
the solutions to the various “problems” he discusses never go beyond
“strength of character.”
One of Watson’s recent videos was called “The Truth about
Depression” in which he states, without evidence, that depression
has become fetishized by millennials and is simply “temporary
unhappiness.” Watson only spends 15 seconds in his nearly sevenminute video discussing solutions like “absorb worthwhile information”
and “work on projects” to the problem of “glorification of mental illness.”
The man makes blunt claims without substantial grounding, and to
follow them up with such facile platitudes makes for a very fallow effect.
Watson considers himself part of the counter-culture, yet beyond
frustration with “social justice warriors,” all he could offer up as tenants
for his “movement” was that Tomi Lahren is more symmetrical than
Michael Moore. While technically correct, I see no clear argument as
to why his side is better beyond “the other side sucks,” and thus can’t
properly gauge the benefit of taking on his viewpoints.
Watson’s work isn’t an anomaly as his technique of assailing the
viewer with nothing but his “anti” attitudes is a popular one across
the web. The popularity for “anti-saturation” only contributes to the
epidemic of deepening ideological divisions based predominantly on
partisan rage. Yet beyond the partisan implications, the “anti” trend’s
bereavement of nuance stifles substantive thought by its trapping of the
viewer in a cycle of cynicism. This cycle makes us more passive since we
become unable to fathom any actions to take toward the source of ills.
It’s best we move away from the superficial anger that so dominates
our feeds and more toward writers and filmmakers who showcase
complex and substantive worldviews worth expanding upon. Anger can
be a jumping off point, though if the conclusion is always “be angrier,”
it’s evidence that the outlook isn’t going anywhere.
Pick up a work by Michel Foucault, Toni Morrison, Junot Diaz or
John Cassavetes, thinkers and artists who take the contexts of their time,
experience and heritage to craft new means of looking at the world, not
just hating it. I guarantee such viewpoints will be much more filling than
a motionless, big-chinned cartoon telling us why “tipping is a scam.”
Armin Haracic is a senior political science major. Contact Armin
at haraciax@dukes.jmu.edu.
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USE
COUPONS
BELOW!
$2.50 OFF
Any Purchase
of $25 or More

Valid with coupon only. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. One
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in,
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.

FREE

Bag of Chips

with the purchase of any sub
Valid with coupon only. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. One
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in,
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.

FREE TOPPING
On Any

Large Pizza
Valid with coupon only. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. One
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in,
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.

$3.00 OFF
Any 2

Large Pizzas
Valid with coupon only. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. One
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in,
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.
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Indie blues in the ’Burg
Childhood acquaintances turn into bandmates

By DREW COWEN
The Breeze

The three members of the indie-rock band Jaundice for Stephanie
lounge in the living room of their friend’s townhouse in Springfield,
Virginia. Ian Henry, the lead guitarist and vocalist, gets up and descends
the stairs leading to the group’s basement rehearsal space.
As the opening chords of a Modest Mouse song begin to bleed through
the walls, the band gradually trickles down into the practice room.
Drummer Ryan Smith follows the music downstairs and navigates the
maze of monitors, guitars and amps that lead to his Craigslist drumset.
He warms up with a simple 4/4 beat while simultaneously testing his
various cymbals and toms.
Mark Perlin, the bassist, enters the basement last. While Perlin straps
on his Ibanez bass guitar, Henry uses the room’s whiteboard to quickly
jot down a song idea. With the band finally assembled, Jaundice for
Stephanie begins to jam around a riff that Henry has written.
The members of Jaundice for Stephanie have been playing music
together since 2015. Though the members had known each other since
childhood, they didn’t start the band until much later.
“I technically met Mark in like, second grade, but we didn’t actually
become friends until senior year of high school,” Smith said. “That’s
when we realized how weird he actually was and how well he fit into
our friend group.”
After a year of playing covers and working on original songs, the band’s
first year culminated with its first show in the basement of a friend’s
townhouse in Springfield.
When summer ended, so did the band’s regular practice schedule.
Henry went back to George Mason University to continue his studies in
biochemistry and Smith returned to Virginia Tech to study engineering.
Due to the distance, they rarely found opportunities to rendezvous with
Perlin at JMU.
Though the band members started Jaundice for Stephanie just to have
fun jamming with friends, they now have aspirations of playing more
shows and recording an EP.
“We definitely try as hard as we can to make our schedules work if we
are given an opportunity,” Perlin said. “But it’d be so much easier if all
three of us were trying to book in the same place.”
But when the band is able to perform its mix of blues-based rock and
funk for a live audience, they relish every moment. Earlier this month,
Jaundice for Stephanie played at Lon Lon Ranch, a local Harrisonburg
house venue.
“The basement was packed and we had a lot of people come out to
hear our stuff,” Smith said. “The audience was a lot of fun and they didn’t
throw anything at us, so I assume they liked our music.”

Collectively inspired by artists like Built To Spill, Modest Mouse and
Led Zeppelin, the band members describe their writing process in terms
of its chaotic creativity. Freeform jams typically lead to ideas, which end
up as songs.
“The paramount thing that inspires me to make music is the idea that
when we write a song, 99.9 percent of the time, all the sounds that make
up that song have never been heard together before,” Smith said. “And
that’s just a really cool thought to me.”
While all of the band members contribute parts for original songs,
most of the ideas come from Henry, the principal songwriter.
“I usually write and work on a few verses over the semester,” Henry
said. “This creates a skeleton to jam on. If it goes well, then we start to
incorporate some timing and structure to it.”
From there Henry integrates lyrics into the song. After the song is
complete the group practices it over and over again. Though many of

their songs differ in sound and structure, they carry similar elements.
“There’s a bunch of musical themes that we love, like abrupt dynamics
changes, ‘instrument talking’ as we call it and full band stops,” Smith
said. “Dynamics are fun.”
Lyrically, Henry tends to lean toward more topical subject matter. He’ll
often use his voice to discuss current events that rub him the wrong way,
such as the state of our country.
“I write a lot of social commentary,” Henry said. “I encourage people
to listen to the lyrics for themes.”
The band hopes to put out a full EP of originals sometime later this year.
For the time being, Jaundice for Stephanie has a three-track recording of
one of its practice sessions available for free on its Bandcamp page. The
band is scheduled to play “WXJM Live” Thursday, Feb.16, from 8-10 p.m.
CONTACT Drew Cowen at cowends@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF MARK PERLIN

Jaundice for Stephanie’s members are currently working on releasing a finished EP. For now, they have three singles available on their Bandcamp website.

Comedic cops
worth the
watch

By CARRIE DOMENIC
The Breeze

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

In a time when both workplace
comedies and police shows reign
supreme, one series combines
them with utter hilarity: “Brooklyn
Nine-Nine.”
“Brooklyn Nine-Nine” is
consistently entertaining
and offers a lighthearted
alternative to grittier
cop dramas like
“True Detective”
or “Chicago P.D.” It
follows the personal
a n d p ro f e s s i o n a l
lives of Jake Peralta
(played by Andy
Samberg) and the rest
of the Brooklyn-based
squad.
Peralta,
an
immature but talented
detective, exemplifies
Samberg ’s signature
goofy humor that carried
his “Saturday Night Live”
Digital Shorts, but the
true success of the series
lies with its supporting
cast. From gay, deadpan
Captain Holt (playe d
by Andre Braugher), to
sensitive and yogurt-loving
Sergeant Terry Jeffords
(played by Terry Crews),

“Brooklyn Nine-Nine’s” characters
continuously break stereotypes.
Rounding out the cast are popculture and social media-obsessed
assistant, Gina (played by Chelsea
Peretti); tough-as-nails Detective
Rosa Diaz (played by Stephanie
Beatriz); and the obsessively
organized Detective Amy Santiago
(played by Melissa Fumero).
These cast members, create many
dysfunctional, but overwhelmingly
positive moments.
Ever y episode features a
new crime to be solved, but the
officers’ many antics are far more
memorable. With most new cases
also come guest stars, who’ve ranged
from Zooey Deschanel and Fred
Armisen, to NFL Player Marshawn
Lynch. Standout episodes include
a quarantine for the mumps, four
Halloween heists and repeated runins with Jake’s nemesis, the Pontiac
Bandit.
While police work is certainly
part of the show, the dynamics
between the squad create most of
the remarkable moments of the
series. For fans of the dearly missed
comedies, “The Office” or “Parks and
Recreation,” this is the show you’ve
been looking for.
Carrie Domenic is a junior
English major. Contact Carrie at
domenick@dukes.jmu.edu.

www.GoBoTime.com

Near Rockingham Memorial Hospital
1880 Port Republic Rd • Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Buy One, Get One
FREE

Cajun Filet Biscuit
Offer good through 3/15/17 at
Harrisonburg, Charlottesville, and
Winchester, VA locations only.
Please present coupon before
ordering. Not good with any other
offer or coupon. No substitutions.
Limit one coupon per customer.

@go.botime

facebook.com/go.botime

@gobotime

1999
12pc Super Tailgate
$

12pc chicken, 6 biscuits, 3 picnic fixin’s, 1/2 gallon iced tea
Offer good through 3/15/17 at
Harrisonburg, Charlottesville, and
Winchester, VA locations only.
Please present coupon before
ordering. Not good with any other
offer or coupon. No substitutions.
Limit one coupon per customer.
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HOTEL | New recording studio hopes
to expand to poetry, podcasts production
from front

MAEVE REISS / THE BREEZE

Hotel Appalachia offers many instruments for musicians to use, like guitars, basses and an upright piano.

“It is one of the most natural sounding rooms I
have ever been in,” Evan Hunsberger, the drummer,
said. “It’s so nice to be in a room that doesn’t have
too much reverb or too much decay. And with how
it’s setup and the style they decided to go with, it
feels homey and welcoming; never intimidating.”
In the future, Hotel Appalachia hopes to film live
studio sessions similar to KEXP or NPR’s Tiny Desk
series. The owners also hope to expand beyond
traditional music recording into other realms of

audio production, including spoken poetry and
podcasts.
For now, the owners wish to work with people
who have a clear passion for their art. With the
high density of burgeoning musicians in the
greater Harrisonburg area, they know that there’s
no shortage of customers.
“If its got heart then it is vital and it works,” Stover
said. “To me, it is more important to give artists
the ability to bring their hearts into the session.”
CONTACT Drew Cowen at cowends@dukes.jmu.edu.

Get into ‘Get Out’
Upcoming horror-comedy release tackles racism in unique way
By MATTHEW CALLAHAN
The Breeze

I’d never seen Grafton-Stovall
Theatre so full. Before the doors
opened, the line stretched almost all
the way back to the construction site
Released Feb. 24, 2017
where D-Hall used to stand. Excited
R 103 min.
Starring Allison Williams, chatter filled the room as we waited
for the show to begin. The room was
Daniel Kaluuya
silenced by a portly man in a suit
who announced himself and two
similarly dressed accomplices as security. He iterated that their
job was to ensure that none of the film was recorded and that they
would patrol the aisles, making sure phones stayed in pockets. The
thrill of seeing “Get Out” over two weeks before its initial release
had set in.
The unsettling tone was set from the very first scene. Consisting
of one long shot, the film opens on a young black man lost in an
affluent residential area. He’s assaulted and loaded into the trunk
of a car, physically acting out the idea that he’s not welcome in this
kind of neighborhood.
We then meet the main characters of the film, Chris (played by
Daniel Kaluuya) and Rose (played by Allison Williams) a young
couple packing to visit Rose’s family. Chris is nervous because
Rose’s family doesn’t know she’s dating an African-American man.
Rose brushes off his worries, insisting that her parents aren’t racist.
And they aren’t, not in the overt Ku Klux Klan way. Their racism

“Get Out”


is a more subtle beast. When Chris first meets the parents there are
awkward moments when it’s clear they’re uncomfortable with their
daughter dating a black man. Jordan Peele — writer and director,
best known for being the latter half of Comedy Central’s “Key &
Peele” — uses these moments to inject humor while still building
the racial tension.
My problem with a lot of horror movies is that they seem like
mere cash grabs. There’s no artistic statement being made with the
films, they just have a scary guy in a mask cut up some teenagers
to sell tickets. The horror of the movie comes from cheap jump
scares and grotesque imagery.
“Get Out” is none of this. The end kept me up at night, not
because I was checking under my bed for monsters, but because
I was thinking about larger issues in our society; the monster in
the movie was racism. Peele clearly had something to say in his
directorial debut.
And it’s clear that Peele has a deep love for the horror genre. The
movie parodies and subverts common horror tropes every step of
the way. The man knows horror and works and bends its rules to
make something truly unique.
I’ve had difficulty describing what exactly “Get Out” is: it isn’t
strictly horror, it has comedy but I wouldn’t call it a comedy. It
doesn’t fully fit into any one genre, so the only way to know what
kind of movie it is would be to see it for yourself.
Matthew Callahan is a junior media arts and design and
writing, rhetoric and technical communication double major.
Contact Matthew at callahmx@dukes.jmu.edu.

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

University Program Board offered a free advance screening of “Get Out,” which
marks Jordan Peele’s directorial debut. The film debuted at Sundance Film Festival.

OPEN
HOUSE
FRIDAY, FEB. 17
10AM-6PM

GRAND PRIZE
$500 SOUTHWEST
GIFT CARD
FREE FOOD
12-2PM & 4-6PM
WIN
OTHER GREAT PRIZES

RESORT-STYLE POOL
WITH POOLSIDE CABANAS

UPGRADED 24-HOUR
JIM FITNESS CENTER

EXECUTIVE STUDY CENTER

1191 Devon Lane | Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.1001 | LiveTheHarrison.com
*Offer and amenities subject to change.

PRIVATE BEDROOMS
& BATHROOMS
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Following a
familiar path

JMU softball pitcher Odicci Alexander learns from junior Megan Good
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Redshirt junior forward Ramone Snowden drives to the rim in a home game against the University of Delaware.

BASKETBALL | Snowden
helps boost men’s team morale
from front

COURTESY OF CAYLOR ARNOLD

Freshman pitcher Odicci Alexander joins a staff that had a 1.15 ERA last year and made a Super Regional appearance.
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

When JMU softball took the
field against Charleston Southern
University last Friday, head coach
Mickey Dean turned to freshman
pitcher Odicci Alexander in
the circle. After Jailyn Ford —
the winningest pitcher in JMU
softball history — graduated,
the Dukes needed a second
pitcher to perform alongside
junior Megan Good. Despite
Alexander’s inexperience at the
collegiate level, Dean knew from
the moment he saw Alexander
as a high schooler that she’d be
ready for the big stage.
“The first time I ever saw her
play I was like, ‘That’s the kind
of kid that will work well in our
program,’” Dean said.
Alexander lived up to Dean’s
expectations in her first start as
she struck out eight batters in
six innings and earned her first
collegiate victory in the Dukes’
13-3 win. Despite pitching
like a veteran in her first start,
Alexander wasn’t as calm as she
seemed.
“I had butterflies,” Alexander
said.
In her next outing against the
University of Missouri, things
didn’t go quite as smoothly.
JMU fell to the Tigers 8-4 as
Alexander lasted just two innings
and gave up five runs. Although
the loss was disappointing, her

teammates believe she can learn
from her mistakes in the game.
“From a pitcher, you’ve got to
learn you can’t throw the same
pitch to a batter,” Good said. “If
you miss a pitch, you can’t throw
it there the same time or they’re
[going to] make you pay for it.”
Junior catcher Alyssa Buddle
believes Alexander has all the
physical tools to succeed at JMU
and that her attitude gives her a
chance to be great.
“I think a big strength is
learning quickly,” Buddle said.
“Eager to get better, learning that
at this level you need to learn to
make your ball move and her
curveball, when she makes it
move, is really effective.”
Alexander considers herself
the team “clown,” using humor
to lighten the mood during long
practices.
“I like to see everybody else
smile, too,” Alexander said. “If
you’re not smiling, I’m going to
make you smile.”
In addition to a positive
attitude, the team believes
Good’s influence will contribute
to Alexander’s development.
Good, the 2016 Colonial Athletic
Association Pitcher of the Year,
broke the single-season win
record for JMU last season with
32 and serves as a role model for
Alexander.
Using elite upperclassmen
pitchers as role models is
something Dean and the Dukes

have been doing for years.
“Just like [Ford] learned from
Heather Kiefer, Megan learned
from [Ford], Odicci has a chance
to learn from Megan,” Dean said.
“They have a chance to learn from
each other.”
The system of using experienced
pitchers to build young talent
has been extremely effective in
previous years. Kiefer won 51
career games with the Dukes and
had a career ERA of 1.95, while
Ford, her successor, won 82 career
games and ended her career with
a 1.51 ERA. Good, who’s following
in Ford’s footsteps, already has 63
career wins and her ERA sits at an
impressive 0.96.
Dean leans heavily on his
star players to help develop
newcomers, but he also adds his
fair share of insight and works to
mold freshmen, like Alexander,
into the type of player he wants.
He doesn’t expect to go easy in his
attempt to get the best out of her.
“She’s never been pushed like
she’s gonna be pushed here,”
Dean said.
With Alexander only being two
starts into her collegiate career,
Dean thinks the freshman pitcher
has great potential.
“She has very raw talent,” Dean
said. “Once she’s refined, I think
she’s gonna surprise herself in
how good she can be.”

Head coach Louis Rowe pushes his players,
especially Snowden, during practice. With another
year of eligibility remaining following this season,
Rowe wants Snowden to be an effective player for
the foreseeable future.
“I challenged him to try to be better,” Rowe said in
his O’Neill’s Grill press conference, “to be in better
shape, to be a better teammate … I hope challenging
him is starting to match what I need to see and where
I need him to go. I hope he continues to work.”
One thing that stands out about Snowden is his
focus on the team. He might not be a stat-stuffer, but
he focuses on the little things to help the Dukes win
games.
“I like getting my team involved first,” Snowden
said. “My teammates keep getting at me saying, ‘Be
more aggressive’ and that I pass too much.”
Ivan Lukic, a senior forward, holds Snowden in
high regard as a teammate on the court.
“He will always skip a good pass or a good shot
for a better shot even if it includes him not shooting
the ball and giving the opportunity to another player,”
Lukic said.
But the bond they share stretches beyond the court.
Since Lukic and Snowden are roommates there
have been many memorable moments between
the two, including when they began sharing an
apartment.
“When I just moved into his apartment he had the

whole house cleaned,” Lukic said. “Inside out, upside
down, everything was clean. I swear to God I could
lick the floor.”
Besides being a good roommate, Snowden’s always
cracking jokes. The Dukes feel that Snowden lightens
the mood, while also giving maximum effort all the
time. Senior forward Jackson Kent agrees with Lukic
when it comes to their teammate’s personality.
“He tries to be the best teammate he can be to
everyone,” Kent said. “He’s just a real positive guy
especially on the court.”
While this is the last season for Kent and Lukic,
both think Snowden will have a bright future ahead
of him.
“I think next year he’ll be more of an offensive
threat,” Kent said. “He’ll be a complete player, people
will worry about him like they did this year.”
Lukic believes the team will benefit greatly from his
grit and determination as well as his willingness to do
the tasks that nobody else wants to do. Whether it’s
guarding the opposing team’s best player or diving on
the floor for a loose ball, the Dukes expect Snowden
to be up to the challenge.
“He will bring a defensive-oriented mind to
the game,” Lukic said. “He’s also going to bring
toughness to the team because he always hustles.
And on top of that he’s going to bring a lot of
fun. When you’re with him you’re never bored.”
CONTACT Victoria Giamboi at
giambovx@dukes.jmu.edu.

CONTACT Bennett Conlin at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Class of 2021:
WELCOME TO CHOICES!

When you move in this fall, there will be
so many things for you to do, learn and remember.
Why not get your 2018 - 2019 housing taken care of ASAP?
Upperclass Contracts for your sophomore year
will be available mid April!
Interested? Have questions?
For more information visit www.jmu.edu/orl,
call 540.568.HOME, or stop by the Ofﬁce of Residence Life
in Huffman Hall today!

office of residence life

Live Safe. Live Close. Live Supported. Live Engaged. #LIVEON
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By DANIEL WARE
The Breeze

One of the most prominent
strategies for NBA coaches in
recent years has been resting
star players, even if they’re
healthy enough to play. The idea
is that teams’ best players will
remain fresh for the playoffs,
which last until the middle of
June if the team advances to the
NBA Finals.
This kind of thinking
would’ve been blasphemous 15
to 20 years ago, in the same way
that star players teaming up as
free agents and creating super
teams would’ve been.
“It’s different to me,” Hall
of Fame shooting guard Allen
Iverson said in an interview
with ESPN last December. “I
never thought anything like
that would happen. A guy like
myself would compete night in
and night out — tired, hurt —
you know what I mean?”
Iverson als o said that
it “would have been a big
problem” between him and the
coaching staff if he was forced
to sit and rest.

There are ways to rest players
without having them sit the
entire game: don’t have them
practice as much or limit them
in shootarounds. These are star
players after all, they don’t really
need it. Also, teams can play the
athlete fewer minutes per game;
coaches can strategically sit a
player before a media timeout
so they can sit longer without
missing much game time.
It’s a pretty big middle finger
to the fans who can only afford
to go to one or two games a year.
I’d feel so cheated if I bought
tickets weeks in advance to
see my favorite team play, say,
the Cleveland Cavaliers, only
to have them sit small forward
LeBron James or point guard
Kyrie Irving.
I have less of an issue with
it if the players sitting aren’t
in their prime anymore or are
nearing the end of their careers.
For example, San Antonio
Spurs head coach Gregg
Popovich resting aging center
Tim Duncan prolonged his
career and allowed Duncan to
play long enough to win a fifth
championship.

breezejmu.org SPORTS

But two seasons ago, Golden
State Warriors head coach Steve
Kerr sat four-fifths of his starting
lineup in a March game against
the Denver Nuggets. Two of
those players — point guard
Steph Curry and shooting guard
Klay Thompson — were 26 and
25 years old, respectively. Both
young and in the prime of their
careers, and they need to sit out
entire games? Why not just limit
them to fewer minutes?
The obvious fix is to shorten
the season by about 10 games,
or better yet, by two months and
start the season on Christmas,
but there’s simply too much
money at stake for the NBA, its
sponsors, team ownership and
players to do it.
Until then, this is going
to continue happening, and
I’m not really sure if there’s
anything NBA Commissioner
Adam Silver can do about it
without becoming incredibly
overbearing and implementing
a minutes requirement for
players.
CONTACT Daniel Ware at
waredt@dukes.jmu.edu.

By JACK FITZPATRICK
The Breeze

This NBA season has seen
heightened criticism when it
comes to players sitting out
of regular season games. Star
players like Cleveland Cavaliers
small forward LeBron James,
Cavaliers power forward Kevin
Love, Sacramento Kings center
Demarcus Cousins and Chicago
Bulls shooting guard Dwyane
Wade have all sat out during
games; they didn’t have any
injury, they just didn’t play in
order to “stay fresh.”
Between fans and coaches
alike, it’s something that isn’t
appreciated. Even Houston
Rockets head coach Mike
D’Antoni isn’t a fan of resting
players, saying, “My thought on
holding people out in mass, I’m
not really for it.” He later went
on to say the NBA should look
into the problem and potential
solutions.
However, the only negative
with resting players is the
possibility of a diminished
fan experience. Some say that
these fans are paying top dollar

and driving hours to see these
players compete and in some
cases only once a season.
In the case of when the
Cavaliers rested their big
three, James, Love, and point
guard Kyrie Irving against the
Memphis Grizzlies, people
were outraged because that
was the only time the market of
Memphis could see them play,
so tickets were expensive and
people came from all over to
watch.
Granted that’s an unintended
consequence of resting players,
that shouldn’t be the reason
teams start getting in trouble
because of resting.
Resting is essential to these
players, especially when it
comes after a long road trip with
multiple back-to-back games.
According to ESPN, James
is currently tied for the lead in
minutes played per game at
37.6. He’s in his 14th year and
has gone to the finals the last
six years, which means he’s had
six consecutive years of putting
additional strain on his aging
body. Instead of resting he’s
throwing his body on the line

for an extra month compared
to teams who don’t even make
the playoffs.
The rise of analytics and more
data available is now showing
that sitting a player for a game is
more beneficial in the long run.
For teams like the Warriors or
the Cavaliers who are the farand-away favorites to make the
Finals yet again it’s the smart
move to save your players now.
Resting stars in the regular
season allows them to be fresh
when the games really count.
If the only reason that
resting players shouldn’t be
done is because it diminishes
the fan experience, then that’s
not enough. Yes, professional
leagues are a form of
entertainment, however going
to a game is so much more than
just watching the players. It’s
more about the atmosphere, it
doesn’t matter who’s playing.
Players shouldn’t be ridiculed
for taking measures to ensure
that their teams contend for a
championship.
CONTACT Jack Fitzpatrick
at fitzpajg@dukes.jmu.edu.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

MEN’S BASKETBALL
VS. WILLIAM & MARY

TONIGHT
7 PM
@ THE CONVO
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